AutoCool® + H Secure Refrigerated Storage Specification

AutoCool +H delivers access-controlled refrigerated storage and computer driven dispensing for your valuable refrigerated medications. It enables centralized control and reporting and is scalable to accommodate expanding needs and satellite locations. AutoCool +H is fully integrated with AutoPharm® Enterprise software to provide one inventory solution.
AutoCool +H

Features

— Digital temperature display
— Automatic temperature and humidity logging
— Locking heavy-duty casters
— Air cooled, forced air refrigeration system for uniform temperature and quick recovery
— Dual-temperature probes
— Lockable front door

Patient Safety

AutoCool +H supports bar code confirmation of all dispensing and put-away activities for your refrigerated medications. It limits personnel actions through password secured doors.

Enhanced Efficiency

AutoCool +H integrates with AutoPharm Enterprise, the powerful software platform that enables complete management of your medication inventory from arrival at the pharmacy to delivery to the patient care area.

Complete Inventory Control

AutoCool +H can consolidate your refrigerated medications as a part of a comprehensive, integrated inventory system. It enables easy, centralized control and perpetual inventory management based on par-levels and supports integrated wholesale ordering.
AutoCool +H Specifications

**Capacity**
- Number of Shelves: 7
- Totes per Shelf: 3 to 20 pending configuration
- Total Number of Totes: 21 to 140
- Volume per Tote: max 7.76 liters
- Total Capacity by Volume: max 96.7 L
- *Bins and dividers sold separately

**Operation**
- Uniform Internal Temperature: 2° - 10°
- Number of Thermistors: 2
- Number of Compressors: 1
- Refrigerant: R-134A
- Environment Temperature: 15˚ to 32˚C
- Environment Humidity: max 80%
- Workstation Required: Yes
- Workstation Operating System: Windows 10

**Power**
- Main Power: 115 VAC 7.5A 1-Phase
- Required: NEMA 5-15R Hospital Grade
- Duty Cycle: 100%
- Manual Operation, if Needed: Yes
- Note: The AutoCool +H is UL/CSA Compliant.

**Site Requirements**
- Prior to installation, a site survey will be completed to ensure there are no physical obstructions that would affect installation.

**Clearance Required**
- Right/Left Sides: 1.5"
- Back: 3.0"
- Top: 8.0"

**Weight**: 25 lbs/239 kg
Swisslog Healthcare

At Swisslog Healthcare, we strive to lead change for better care. At the core of this vision is a focus on improving workflows and reducing the time clinicians spend doing repetitive tasks—enabling more time to care for patients and residents. Our solutions and services extend across the continuum of care, including transport, medication and supply chain management for long-term care facilities, consolidated service centers, hospitals and health systems.